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Review article 
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A B S T R A C T   

Advanced drug delivery system utilizing a nanocarrier is the major application of nanotechnology on pharma-
cotherapeutics. However, despite the promising benefits and a leading trend in pharmaceutical research, 
nanomedicine development suffers from a poor clinical translation problem as only a handful of nanomedicine 
products reach the market yearly. The conventional pharmacokinetic study generally focuses only on monitoring 
the level of a free drug but ignores the nanocarrier's role in pharmacokinetics. One hurdle is that it is difficult to 
directly track intact nanocarriers in vivo to explore their pharmacokinetics. Although several imaging techniques 
such as radiolabeling, nuclear imaging, fluorescence imaging, etc., have been developed over the past few years, 
currently, one method that can successfully track the intact nanocarriers in vivo directly is by F!orster resonance 
energy transfer (FRET). This review summarizes the application of FRET as the in vivo nanoparticle tracker for 
studying the in vivo pharmacokinetics of the organic nanocarriers and gives elaborative details on the techniques 
utilized.   

1. Introduction 

The European Medicine Agency (EMA) defines ‘nanomedicine’ as the 
application of nanotechnology aiming for clinical diagnosis and thera-
peutic use [1]. Advanced drug delivery system utilizing a nanocarrier is 
the major application of nanotechnology on pharmacotherapeutics [2]. 
The main benefits of the nanocarrier delivery system include targeted 
drug delivery, reducing side effects, enhancing bioavailability, and 
controlling drug release. With the versatility to carry either large or 
small molecule drugs, biologics, and genetic materials, the nanocarrier 
delivery system provides a viable solution for the delivery problem 
encountered in conventional drug formulation [1–3]. However, despite 
the promising benefits and a leading trend in pharmaceutical research, 
nanomedicine development suffers from a poor clinical translation 
problem as only a handful of nanomedicine products reach the market 
yearly [4,5]. The lack of a complete understanding of nanomedicine's 
pharmacokinetics contributes to the cause of this failure. The conven-
tional pharmacokinetic study generally focuses only on monitoring drug 
levels but ignores the nanocarrier's role in pharmacokinetics. This 
approach is certainly inadequate for the overall understanding of a 
drug's pharmacokinetics because the interaction that a body acts upon a 
nanocarrier also directly affects the pharmacokinetics, the therapeutic 
efficacy, and the safety of the loading drug [6,7]. Moreover, there are 
many more aspects of pharmacokinetics in the context of nanomedicine, 

for example, particle integrity, drug release, particle internalization, 
etc., which are difficult to be explained using the classical ADME (ab-
sorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination) model alone. 
Therefore, to obtain a complete view of the pharmacokinetics of the 
nanomedicine, the pharmacokinetics of the intact nanocarriers is as 
important and needs to be investigated [8,9]. 

Up until now, the advanced pharmacokinetic analysis on the nano-
carriers is still limited, especially for the organic nanomedicine [8,9]: 
lipid-based and polymer-based nanoparticles [3]. Despite making up the 
largest group of nanomedicine in the market [10], the organic nano-
particles are difficult to be directly characterized in vivo, in tissue, and in 
biological fluid. Several imaging techniques have been developed over 
the past few years, trying to directly characterize the nanocarriers in 
vivo. Nuclear imaging using the radiolabel is one of the conventional 
techniques with high sensitivity for monitoring biodistribution and 
elimination. It can indirectly give quantitative information about the 
nanocarriers. However, radiolabeling needs to be strongly conjugated to 
the nanocarrier's structure, risking modifying the nanocarrier's physi-
cochemical properties. The technique also gives a poor resolution and 
involves radioactive materials. Other imaging techniques such as 
computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are 
also employed with the advantage of a higher resolution for organic 
nanoparticles. However, their operation cost is high, and those methods 
are not appropriate for organic nanoparticles detection. Thus, a simpler 
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and less expensive technique such as the fluorescence method is pref-
erably used [9,11], particularly with the emergence of carbocyanine 
fluorescence dyes. The commercialized carbocyanine dyes have emis-
sion spectra covering the near-infrared (NIR) range (650–900 nm) which 
is the sweet spot for the in vivo fluorescence imaging due to less inter-
ference from the in vivo environment. This greatly improves fluores-
cence's specificity and tissue penetration. The dyes are biocompatible 
and can be encapsulated into the nanocarriers, rendering them ideal for 
tracing organic nanocarriers [12]. However, whole-body fluorescence 
imaging still gives a relatively low resolution, but this can be compen-
sated by using the confocal fluorescence microscopy (CFM) technique in 
parallel. The technique acts as a fluorescence magnifying glass zooming 
into a small area of interest. It gives a very high resolution but loses the 
tissue penetration capability so that it is more suitable for imaging ex 
vivo tissue or organs [9,13]. 

Nevertheless, all of the techniques mentioned earlier have the same 
crucial problem that they cannot directly determine the particle integ-
rity of organic nanoparticles. Currently, the only method that can 
characterize the particle integrity of organic nanoparticles is by F!orster 
resonance energy transfer (FRET) [9,14,15]. It is a subset of the fluores-
cence technique often dubbed the ‘nano-ruler’ since the technique is 
very sensitive to the distance change in nanoscale and is thus proved to 
be useful for monitoring the association or the dissociation of organic 
nanoparticles [16]. Another advantage of FRET is that the commonly 
used carbocyanine dyes can be utilized, making it easier for the existing 
fluorescence imaging techniques to be upgraded to FRET [16,17]. 
Therefore, it is obvious that FRET can be an ideal tool for studying the 
pharmacokinetics of nanomedicine in the future. This review summa-
rizes the application of FRET as the in vivo nanoparticle tracker for 
studying the in vivo pharmacokinetics of the organic nanocarriers and 
gives elaborative details on the techniques utilized. 

2. General overview on FRET 

F!orster resonance energy transfer (FRET), a.k.a. the fluorescence 
resonance energy transfer, was discovered by Theodor F!orster. [18,19] 
FRET is a non-radiative near-field resonance phenomenon originating 
from the dipole-dipole interaction between two fluorophore molecules, 
which can only occur at a very close distance (!10 nm). When one 
fluorophore is excited and in close proximity with another fluorophore 
whose absorption spectrum overlaps the first fluorophore's emission 
spectrum, the energy can be transferred from the first fluorophore to the 
second one (Fig. 1). The fluorophore that transfers the energy is called 
the donor, and the one receiving the energy is called the acceptor. The 
amount of energy absorbed by the donor that is transferred to the 

acceptor is the FRET efficiency (EFRET), which is highly dependent on the 
distance (r) between the donor and acceptor by the factor of r!6. FRET 
transfer rate is in equilibrium with the decay rate at EFRET " 50%, and as 
such, the corresponding r distance is defined as R0 (Fig. 2). Thus, the 
EFRET can be defined by the relationship with R0 and r as the equation 
below [16,20,21]. 

EFRET " R6
0

R6
0 # r6 

There are several ways to measure EFRET based on the quantum yield, 
the fluorescence intensity, or the fluorescence lifetime, of which their 
details can be found elsewhere [20,22]. Herein, only the most 
commonly used techniques of FRET measurement are explained. 

2.1. FRET proximity-based measurement 

Proximity-based FRET measurement focuses on measuring EFRET 
relating to the distance between the donor-acceptor (r). The EFRET 
rapidly increases to 98% at the distance of 0.5R0 and conversely plum-
mets to 1% at 2R0 (Fig. 2). Therefore, the distance range between 0.5R0 
and 2R0 is very useful for the proximity measurement [16,23]. However, 
directly measuring EFRET and R0 is a complex task. Therefore, for prac-
ticality, EFRET is simplified by correlating to the donor and acceptor in-
tensity, giving a practical parameter called FRET proximity ratio (PR) as 
shown in the equation: 

PR " IAD

$IAD # IDA%

Where IAD and IDA are the emission intensity of the FRET acceptor 
and the donor, respectively [24–28]. Sometimes, EFRET is simplified to 
FRET intensity ratio, which is seldomly found in the literature [29,30]. 

Ratio " IAD

IDA 

Fig. 1. FRET occurs when the donor emission spectrum overlaps the acceptor 
excitation spectrum (yellow area). (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 

Fig. 2. Relationship between FRET efficiency (EFRET) and F!orster radius (R0). 
FRET transfer rate is in equilibrium with the decay rate at EFRET " 50%, and as 
such, the corresponding donor-acceptor distance (r) is defined as R0 (red dash 
line). EFRET is highly dependent on r as it rapidly increases to 98% at the dis-
tance of 0.5R0 and conversely plummets to 1% at 2R0. Therefore, the distance 
range between 0.5R0 and 2R0 (red shading) is very useful for the proximity 
measurement. Generally, the distance of 2R0 is approximately 10 nm, which is 
why FRET occurs only at a nanoscale. Adapted from [23]. Copyright 2014, with 
permission from John Wiley and Sons. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
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Proximity-based FRET has the main application for monitoring the 
structural and conformational change of macromolecules at a molecular 
level. It can be used as a biosensor for either qualitative analysis for the 
spatial interaction as the on/off switch (FRET vs. No-FRET situations) or 
quantitative analysis as a nanoscale ruler [21,22,31]. 

2.2. FRET lifetime-based measurement 

Fluorescence lifetime (!) is the time interval that the fluorophore 
stays at the excited state before radiating the photon. Generally, it is 
around 10!9 s and follows the exponential decay as in the equation: 

F$t%
F$0% " e!t"! 

Where F(t) is the photon count at the time t. Thus, the lifetime ! is 
defined as F(0)/e & 37% of the initial photon count [32,33]. For FRET 
application, the donor will transfer the energy to the acceptor via a non- 
radiating process resulting in the donor emission quenching and a 
decrease in !. Thereby, EFRET can be monitored from donor quenching as 
in the equation: 

EFRET " 1!
!!DA

!D

"
" 1!

!
IDA

ID

"

Where !DA is the donor lifetime with FRET, wD is the donor lifetime 
without FRET, and likewise for the donor intensity (I) [20,22,33]. This 
FRET donor quenching technique is useful for dynamic fluorescence 
measurement, such as live-cell image analysis. The technique referred to 
as FRET Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FRET-FILM) is the combination 
of lifetime measurement and cellular imaging with FRET donor 
quenching. Indeed, the use of FRET helps to discriminate the endoge-
nous molecules against the autofluorescence. FRET-FILM allows for live 
monitoring of several dynamic interactions such as receptor-ligand 
binding, protease activity, protein folding, hybridization of genetic 
materials [33]. 

3. FRET-nanomedicine applied to in vivo nanoparticles tracking 

Generally, FRET proximity-based measurement is applied to nano-
medicine to monitor the nanoparticle's structural change, including 
particle association, particle integrity, cargo release, and particle 
interaction with cells [15]. In the context of the pharmacokinetics of 
nanomedicine, especially the organic nanoparticles, FRET is usefully 
employed as the in vivo nanoparticle tracking technique because it is the 
technique that can determine nanoparticle's integrity both in vivo and in 
vitro [9]. Particle integrity is crucial for the pharmacokinetics of nano-
particles because the integrity defines the existence of the nanoparticle 
and the clinical benefits thereof, such as the protective effect to the 
encapsulated drugs, the organ targeting effect, the extravasation and 
membrane transport effect, etc. [1,2]. An ability to determine the intact 
nanoparticles in vivo will help to elucidate the in vivo pharmacokinetics 
of the nanocarriers, which is essential for clinical translation [4–7]. 

In vivo nanoparticle tracking requires a pair of FRET dyes (often 
called a FRET pair) to be integrated into the nanoparticle's structure 
rendering the FRET-nanoparticles. The FRET dyes of choice are the 
carbocyanine dyes with the emission spectra in the near-infrared (NIR) 
range (650–900 nm) to obtain high tissue penetration by avoiding 
autofluorescence from cells and tissues [12]. These dyes include, for 
example, non-sulfonated cyanines: Cy3, Cy5, Cy5.5, Cy7, Cy7.5, 
indocyanine green (ICG); and dialkylcarbocyanines (Di): DiO, DiR, DiI, 
DiD (Fig. 3) [34]. 

Despite following the same FRET principle, techniques to integrate 
the FRET dyes to make the system of FRET-nanoparticles vary by the 
structural and chemical differences of each type of the organic 
nanoparticles. 

3.1. Polymeric micelles 

Polymeric micelles are one of the most diverse groups in terms of 
chemical composition. However, they do share structural similarities. 
They have a property of self-assembling and structurally consist of the 
hydrophobic moiety (not entirely hydrophobic but less hydrophilic than 
the other part) resembling a core and the hydrophilic moiety resembling 
an outer shell. Carbocyanine dyes are mainly used as a FRET pair in this 
type of nanoparticle, and they can either be loaded into the hydrophobic 
core or be conjugated to the polymer itself, in order to reflect or mimic 
how drugs can actually be loaded to the nanocarrier. Therefore, it can be 
classified into a group of dye-loading FRET system and dye-conjugating 
FRET system (Fig. 4). In the dye-loading FRET system, carbocyanine 
dyes can be loaded into the hydrophobic core of the micelles. Besides, in 
the dye-conjugating FRET system, hydrophobic fluorescence dyes could 
be conjugated to the hydrophobic moiety of the polymer. Donor and 
acceptor FRET dyes are conjugated separately and then mixed together 
while forming a micelle consisting of a FRET pair. So, when the micelles 
dissociate, the conjugated-FRET pair will disperse out, resulting in the 
disappearance of the FRET signal. These different FRET systems imply 
different aspects of micelles stability and pharmacokinetics. The dye- 
loading FRET system implies cargo release. The dye-conjugating FRET 
system implies the dissociation of the micelles. This is useful for moni-
toring the pharmacokinetics of drugs loaded inside the micelle core. 
However, in terms of pharmacokinetic study of nanomedicine, those 
aspects are not practically different since the focus is on the nano-
particles' integrity rather than the loaded drugs. 

3.2. Lipid nanocapsules and liposomes 

Nanocapsules are a class of nanoparticles that contains a shell-like 
structure and a core resembling a capsule or a vesicle. Lipid nano-
capsules and lipid nanoemulsions contain a monolayer shell of surfac-
tant surrounding a lipid core. Liposomes are a vesicle with phospholipid 
bilayer shell. Carbocyanine dyes are utilized in this type of nanoparticles 
by the co-encapsulation inside the nanoparticle's core or void. All the 
FRET systems of lipid nanocapsules and liposomes are summarized in 
Fig. 5. 

3.3. Nanospheres 

Nanospheres are a class of nanoparticles that has a matrix structure. 
It is called nanospheres, although it does not need to be spherical in 
shape. It can be made of various organic and inorganic materials. 
However, FRET was only utilized in organic lipid or polymeric nano-
spheres for studying their in vivo pharmacokinetics. Nanospheres seem 
to be uniquely developed for delivering a specific drug. All three types of 
nanospheres have different strategies to incorporate FRET pairs. For the 
squalene-gemcitabine bioconjugate nanoparticles (SQGem nano-
spheres) [38], the FRET pair was conjugating to the matrix structure. For 
the c(CRGDKGPDC) peptide (iRGD) modified hyaluronic acid-
–deoxycholic acid conjugate (iRGD-PEG-HA-DOCA) a.k.a. IPHD nano-
particles [49], the FRET pair was simply dispersed in the polymer 
matrix. On the other hand, for the polymeric !PGA-EGTA nanoparticles 
[50,51], the FRET system is firstly conjugated to insulin before being 
loaded into the polymer matrix. The study also focused on the stability of 
the insulin in the GI tracts rather than the stability of the polymer matrix 
[50]. Fig. 6 summarizes all the FRET systems of nanospheres. 

3.4. Nanocrystals 

Nanocrystal is a crystal in the nanometer range formulated by nano- 
precipitation of poorly water-soluble organic substances. There are two 
nanocrystals with FRET described: coumarin-6 nanocrystals [52] and 
curcumin nanocrystals (Fig. 7) [53]. While coumarin-6 nanocrystal can 
be paired with DiI to create a FRET system, curcumin nanocrystal loses 
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Fig. 3. Example of commonly used carbocyanine dyes for FRET with the emission spectrum in the range from 500 to 900 nm. Non-sulfonated cyanine dyes include 
Cy3 [35], Cy5 [36], Cy7 [37], Cy5.5 [38], Cy7.5 [38], and ICG [39]. Dialkylcarbocyanine dyes include DiO, DiI, DiD, DiR [34]. There are structural similarities 
between Cy3/DiI, Cy5/DiD, Cy7/DiR, and Cy7.5/ICG. A longer polymethine chain (marked by carbon number) red-shifts the excitation and emission wavelengths 
towards the near-infrared region. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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its fluorochrome property and thus needs another FRET system from the 
pair of perylene and H2TPyP. 

3.5. Dendrimers 

Dendrimers consisting of an inner core and a peripheral shell are the 
well-designed branching architectures macromolecules with abundant 
terminal groups allowing for dye conjugation. Dyes can also be loaded 
into the inner core. 

PEG5k-CA8 telodendrimers were a class of dendrimer developed by Li 
et al. [54]. The basic structure of the telodendrimers consists of the 
PEG5k moiety and the dendritic oligomer of cholic acid (CA8). It is a self- 
assembly system in which cholic acid telodendrimers coalesce together 
as a hydrophobic core and the PEG5k moiety facing outward as a hy-
drophilic shell. Carbocyanine dye DiO as the FRET donor was 

encapsulated in the core, while rhodamine B as the FRET acceptor was 
conjugated to the telodendrimer (Fig. 8). 

4. In vivo pharmacokinetic studies using FRET-nanomedicine 

Pharmacokinetic study involves collecting the animal's blood sam-
ple, tissues, organs, or even full-body imagery. In these different sam-
ples, FRET measurement can be performed by common fluorescence 
imaging tools, namely microplate reader, fluorometer, confocal micro-
scopy (CFM), or in vivo imaging system (IVIS). All the instruments can 
perform the semi-quantitative assay, while only CFM and IVIS can 
perform qualitative and semi-quantitative imaging analysis. The ad-
vantages and limitations of each instrumental technique are summa-
rized in Table 1. The following sections will detail these FRET 
techniques used as the in vivo nanoparticle tracker exemplified with 
some nanoparticles described before. Table 2. summarizes all the FRET 
system and their application for the in vivo pharmacokinetics of the 
nanomedicine. 

4.1. FRET in vivo nanoparticle tracking by confocal microscopy (CFM) 

CFM is used for the tissue slides or organ samples. CFM may also be 
used for live imaging of the superficial veins of rodents, or the whole 
body of zebrafish larvae. 

4.1.1. Live-imaging of the vasculature by intravital FRET-CFM 
Live-imaging of the vasculature by intravital FRET-CFM was only 

performed on micelles nanoparticles. 
Chen et al. [40] were the first to utilize FRET as the in vivo nano-

particle tracker. The technique was to perform the qualitative imagery 
assay and the semi-quantitative assay on the in vivo particle stability of 
the PED-b-PPLG micelles (PPMs) in a mouse model. Then the FRET- 
PPMs were intravenously injected into the mice. The fluorescence 
image of the vasculature on the mouse's ear lobe was taken by the 
confocal microscope. The intensity of the signals from the photo was 
recorded, and the FRET proximity ratio could be calculated to estimate 
the plasma particle concentration of the micelles. The proximity ratio 
(called the FRET ratio) was also compared with the positive standard of 
the fully intact micelles in water and the negative standard of the 
dissociated micelles in acetone. The result showed the fast in vivo 
dissociation of FRET-PPMs in the mouse's circulatory system, as the PR 
dropped from 0.90 to 0.46 (negative control's PR " 0.30) within 15 min. 
Further in vitro particle stability study using the FRET method revealed 
that "- and #-globulins in blood were the probable cause of the PPMs' fast 
dissociation. 

Later, by Ishizawa et al. [42], the in vivo live FRET imaging of FRET- 
PPMs in the mouse's ear and the liver vasculature was conducted by 
confocal microscopy for up to 4 h (Fig. 9.). The particle stability in the 
vasculature was observed qualitatively and found that FRET-PPMs 
extravasated to a hepatic tissue and dissociated. Further in vitro FRET 
experiment also revealed that FRET-PPMs might dissociate while 
interacting with the hepatic cell membrane. 

A derivative of PEG-PDLLA was developed by Lee et al. [41] as the 
disulfide-bonded mPEG-(Cys)4-PDLLA micelles (DS-PPMs) for the de-
livery of doxorubicin, aiming for strengthening the particle integrity and 
for the targeting release in the glutathione (GSH) rich environment of 
the cancer tumor. Confocal microscopy was also utilized to record the 
vasculature on the mice's ear lobe. The in vivo particle stability of PPMs 
and DS-PPMs in the circulation system was semi-quantitatively analyzed 
by the proximity ratio (PR). The result was clear that the PR of DS-PPMs 
was always higher than the PPMs up to 12 h, meaning that DS-PPMs 
retained higher particle stability than PPMs. Next, the biodistribution 
and the particle stability of DS-PPMs (alone) in the tumor were studied 
using the same FRET confocal microscopy technique. M109 tumor 
grafted mice were intravenously injected with DS-PPMs with the tumor 
and internal organs harvested after 6 h. The particle integrity of the DS- 

Table 1 
Summary of the instrumental technique of FRET for in vivo pharmacokinetic 
study.  

Instruments Fluorometer/ 
microplate reader 

Confocal 
Microscopy (CFM) 

In vivo imaging 
system (IVIS) 

Samples  ' Plasma extract  
' Blood  

' Tissue slice  
' Cells  
' Mouse's earlobe 

and liver 
vasculatures (in 
vivo intravital)  

' Zebrafish larva 
(whole-body)  

' Mouse or rat 
(whole-body, 
live)  

' Ex vivo organs  
' Blood  
' Plasma extract 

Assay technique Semi-quantitative 
particle 
concentration 
and chemical 
assay 

Qualitative & 
Semi-quantitative 
imaging assay  

' Qualitative & 
Semi- 
quantitative im-
aging assay 
(live)  

' Semi- 
quantitative 
particle assay 

Pharmacokinetic 
study  

' Plasma particle 
concentration 
(SQT)  

' Particle 
stability in 
plasma (SQT)  

' Particle stability 
in organ (QL, 
SQT)  

' Biodistribution 
(SQT)  

' Oral absorption 
(QL)  

' Cargo release 
(QL)  

' Particle stability 
in organ or 
whole-body 
(QL, SQT)  

' Biodistribution 
(QL, SQT)  

' Plasma particle 
concentration 
(SQT)  

' Oral absorption 
(SQT)  

' Cargo release 
(SQT) 

Advantages  ' Gives a high- 
resolution 
fluorescence 
spectrum  

' True chemical 
assay  

' Potential for 
true 
quantitative 
analysis if done 
with proper 
calibration 
curves  

' High image 
resolution 
(microscopic 
level)  

' More practical 
for qualitative 
imaging 
analysis  

' Live animal 
whole-body 
image  

' Wide range of 
samples 

Limitations  ' Limited to 
plasma or 
blood sample  

' Non-imaging 
analysis  

' Practical only 
for microscopic 
sample  

' Less practical 
for live animal 
imaging  

' Signal 
interferences for 
whole-body 
imaging  

' Requires 
complex signal 
calibration 
procedures for 
FRET 

QL " Qualitative assay. 
SQT " Semi-quantitative assay. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic illustration summarizing the FRET system of polymeric micelles. Nanoparticles with dye-loading FRET system include A) Triblock copolymer 
micelles PEG-PPG-PEG, B) Diblock copolymer micelles including PEG-PDLLA, PEO-PS, PEG-Azo-Nitroimidazole. Nanoparticles with dye-conjugating FRET system 
include C) PEG-PCL micelles, D) PEG-b-PPLG micelles with Cy5.5 and Cy7 conjugation, E) PEG-b-PPLG micelles with Cy5.5 loading and Cy7 conjugation, F) PEG-b- 
PPLG polymersomes with Cy5.5 and Cy7 conjugation. 

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration summarizing the published FRET system of lipid nanocapsules and liposomes. A) Lipid nanocapsules with the FRET system of DiI and 
DiD from Gravier et al. [29] as an example. B) Liposomes with the FRET system of DiD and DiR from Liu et al. [48] as an example. FRET dyes are co-encapsulated 
inside the lipid compartment of the nanoparticles. 
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PPMs was analyzed semi-quantitatively by FRET in the tumor vascula-
ture vs. the tumor cells. DS-PPMs retained their integrity in the tumor 
vasculature (PR " 0.66) while dissociated in the tumor cell (PR " 0.31). 
FRET images from other ex vivo organs (liver, spleen, lungs, kidney) 
were analyzed qualitatively, and a strong FRET acceptor signal was 
visually observed. This means that DS-PPMs have a highly targeting 
release in the tumor. Further study on the efficacy of doxorubicin 
encapsulated DS-PPMs (DOX-DS-PPMs) showed a 7-times increase of 
doxorubicin accumulation in the tumor and higher tumor suppression 
efficacy, compared with the conventional non-disulfide doxorubicin 
encapsulated PPMs (DOX-PPMs), which had poorer in vivo particle sta-
bility. This study really demonstrated that the in vivo particle integrity of 
the nanocarrier really has an effect on drug efficacy and delivery, and 
FRET is proved as a very practical tool to investigate it. 

These studies really demonstrated a series of technical development 
of FRET application for the live in vivo test using confocal microscopy. 
However, the intravital imaging of liver vasculature is rather compli-
cating and invasive to the animal (an advanced surgical procedure to 
open a living rat's liver and keep them alive for an extended period of 

time). 

4.1.2. Imaging of ex vivo tissue slides by FRET-CFM 
For this technique, only liposome systems were described. Firstly, 

Tang et al. [55] performed the FRET semi-quantitative assay to inves-
tigate the particle stability of liposomes (LPs) vs. D-self-peptide-labeled 
liposomes (DSL) in the mouse's liver. DSL was designed to have a high 
adsorption affinity to the cell membrane of the various hepatic cells, 
blocking the hepatic cell's endocytosis and the hepatic clearance of the 
actual therapeutic nanoparticles that would be administrated later. As 
such, DSL was expected to have long particle stability on the liver cell 
membrane surface. For the FRET assay, carbocyanine dyes DiO (donor) 
and DiI (acceptor) were co-encapsulated inside the liposomes (LPs) 
voids. Mice were intravenously injected with the FRET-LPs and FRET- 
DSL. They were then sacrificed after 0.5, 4, 24 h with their liver har-
vested and sliced by a microtome. The FRET fluorescence image of the 
sliced liver sample was taken using a microplate reader. The fluores-
cence intensity was retrieved from the image allowing for the FRET 
proximity ratio to be calculated and normalized to the time zero (called 

Fig. 6. Schematic illustration summarizing the published FRET system of the nanospheres. A) Squalene-gemcitabine bioconjugate nanoparticles with the FRET dye 
Cy5.5 and Cy7 conjugating to squalene. B) Biomineralized iRGD-PEG-HA-DOCA nanoparticles with the FRET dyes DiO and DiD loading inside the polymer matrix. C) 
!PGA-EGTA nanoparticles with the FRET dyes Cy3 and Cy5 conjugating to insulin ant then loaded inside the polymer matrix. 

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration summarizing the published FRET system of the nanocrystals, in which FRET dyes are dispersed inside the nanocrystal. A) Coumarin-6 
nanocrystals, which coumarin-6 itself acts as FRET donor to the acceptor DiI. B) Coumarin nanocrystal with the FRET system of perylene and H2TPyP 
(porphyrin derivative). 
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% relative FRET ratio). FRET-DSL was found to be more stable than 
FRET-LPs in the mouse's liver after 24 h, suggesting a slower elimination 
of DSL from the liver. DLS was later verified to be more effective than the 
conventional LPs to block the hepatic clearance of the amphotericin B 
encapsulated PLGA-Nanoparticles. This resulted in a prolonged circu-
lation of amphotericin B and the increase in its effectiveness against the 
brain's fungal infection in a mouse model. This research again shows the 
usefulness of FRET to analyze the in vivo particle stability of LPs. 

Liu et al. [48] also used the qualitative FRET imaging by confocal 
microscopy to study the oral absorption of liposomes (LPs). The jejunum 
section was selected for the in vivo intestinal epithelial uptake experi-
ment. Male Sprague-Dawley rats were anesthetized, and the FRET-LPs 
were directly injected into the jejunum and ileum where the Peyer's 
patches were situated. After 2 h, the said intestinal section was har-
vested, immobilized, frozen, and further stained with DAPI for revealing 
tissue structure. Then, the intestinal sample was sliced and put under the 
CFM for magnified imaging. Its visible presence signified the intact 
FRET-LPs that migrated through the epithelium layer of jejunum and 
ileum. However, the FRET signal could not be quantifiable with the 
confocal microscopy, making this only the qualitative assay. It was 
observed that the intact cationic LPs and PEGylated LPs had a higher 
FRET intensity throughout the jejunum's epithelium, suggesting their 
better uptake. 

4.1.3. FRET-CFM with zebrafish larva 

4.1.3.1. Nanocrystals. Li et al. [52] demonstrated the use of qualitative 

FRET with the zebrafish larva model for the first time for investigating 
the particle stability of FRET-nanocrystal. The in vivo particle stability 
was qualitatively studied by exposing zebrafishes (Danio rerio) and their 
larvae with the FRET-nanocrystals using the incubation method. After a 
specific time period, fluorescence images of the fishes and the larvae 
were taken using confocal microscopy. The presence of the FRET 
acceptor signals in the imagery determines the presence of stable 
nanocrystals in the zebrafish larvae. Imaging results found the increase 
in FRET intensity signal over time 60 min indicating that the nanocrystal 
absorbed into the larva gradually. Unfortunately, FRET was only used 
qualitatively and briefly in this research, and only coumarin-6 (FRET 
donor) was further analyzed for their accumulation in organs regardless 
of the particle integrity. 

4.1.3.2. Micelles. Another study using FRET with a zebrafish larva 
model was performed by Tao et al. [43]. The semi-quantitative FRET 
technique was employed to study the in vivo particle stability and the 
cargo release of the ordinary PEG-PPG-PEG micelles (OPMs) and the 
disulfide bond cross-link PMs (CPMs). The FRET-micelles were injected 
into the circulatory system of the zebrafish's larva using a microneedle. 
Over specific time points, the live fluorescence images of the fishes were 
taken by confocal microscopy. At first, the image was qualitatively 
analyzed by determining the presence of the FRET acceptor signal in the 
caudal veins and caudal arteries. Then, both the FRET donor and the 
FRET acceptor signals were quantified by the software (Fig. 10.). In this 
case, the FRET donor (DiO) signal means the released core content, and 
the FRET acceptor (DiI) signal determines the relative amount of the 
intact micelles. Then, the FRET proximity ratio was calculated and 
normalized to 100% (called % integrity), being used as another integrity 
parameter. CPMs were found to be more stable than PMs. After 1 h, 
CPMs retained 60% integrity in contrast to 30% integrity of OPMs. Next, 
in order to investigate the cargo release dynamic, the fluorescence in-
tensity of the donor channel and FRET channel were directly compared 
in their arbitrary unit. In this article, the donor signal from DiO was 
considered the signal of the free DiO released from the OPMs, meaning 
that it was the measurement of the dequenching of DiO. Despite the fact 
that the donor dequenching may imply the release of the free donor dye, 
the donor (de)quenching intensity alone is not adequate as the proof of 
FRET [22], i.e., not the proof of integrity or content release. As such, the 
donor intensity can be, at best, a qualitative parameter for the cargo 
release. Generally, the FRET proximity ratio is adequate for the deter-
mination of the cargo release dynamics. 

4.2. FRET in vivo nanoparticle tracking by in vivo imaging system (IVIS) 

For animals such as rats or mice, the IVIS allows for live imaging of 
either whole-body animals, ex vivo organs, or even blood samples. It also 
comes with the quantification software to quantify the emission in-
tensity from the area of interest in the image allowing both qualitative 
imagery and semi-quantitative assay. 

4.2.1. FRET-IVIS for live whole-body and ex vivo organs imaging 

4.2.1.1. Micelles. Zou et al. [44] demonstrated the use of a semi- 
quantitative FRET assay for the first time using IVIS to study the cargo 
release of PEO-PS micelles. For this experiment, FRET was measured 
from two perspectives. The first perspective is like an ordinary FRET 
system in which DiD and DiR were co-loaded into the micelles and 
administrated to the test subject. Then, decreasing FRET signals signifies 
the cargo release or the micelle dissociation. Nevertheless, to focus on 
the released content, this conventional co-loaded system has a draw-
back. Because, if the released dyes still accumulate together, they will 
still give too bright a FRET signal that makes it very difficult to be 
distinguished from the FRET of the intact micelle. Therefore, the second 
perspective was developed to fix this problem. This time, DiD and DiR 

Fig. 8. Schematic illustration summarizing the FRET system of telodendrimers 
nanoparticles. DiO was loaded to the cholic acid core, and rhodamine B was 
covalently conjugated to telodendrimers. Adapted with permission from [54], 
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. 
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Table 2 
Summary of the FRET system used for pharmacokinetic studies of nanomedicine.  

Nanoparticle type FRET system Instrument Animal 
model 

Area of Interest Pharmacokinetics study Level of assay Reference 

Donor/ 
Acceptor pair 

FRET 
Excitation 
(nm) 

Donor 
Emission 
(nm) 

Acceptor 
Emission (nm) 

Nanospheres 
SQGem Cy5.5/Cy7.5 640 695–770 810–875 IVIS Mouse Liver Particle stability in liver Semi-quantitative [38] 
iRGD-PEG-HA-DOCA DiO/DiD 484 501 565 Fluorimeter Rat Plasma extract Plasma particle concentration, 

particle stability 
Semi-quantitative [49] 

!PGA-EGTA Cy3/Cy5 535 570 680 IVIS Rat Duodenum Protective effect of the nanoparticle 
against the intestinal enzyme 

Qualitative, Semi- 
quantitative 

[50,51]  

Nanocapsules 
LNCs, LNEs DiD/FC730- 

C18 
590 660 764 IVIS Mouse Whole-body (live), ex vivo 

organs 
In vivo particle stability, 
Biodistribution 

Qualitative [56] 

LNCs DiI/DiD 535 640 680 IVIS Mouse Liver, Tumor In vivo particle stability, 
Biodistribution 

Semi-quantitative [29]      

CFM Mouse Tumor In vivo particle stability, 
Biodistribution 

Semi-quantitative [29] 

LNEs Cy5.5TPB/ 
Cy7.5TPB 

640 700 820 IVIS Mouse Whole-body (live), Tumor In vivo particle stability, 
Biodistribution 

Semi-quantitative [57]  

Liposomes 
Liposomes DiD/DiR 640 n/a 780 IVIS Mouse Intestines, hearts, liver, 

spleen, kidney, lungs (ex 
vivo) 

Particle stability in the GI, oral 
absorption, biodistribution 

Semi-quantitative [48]      

CFM Rat Intestines Oral absorption Qualitative [48] 
Liposomes DiO/DiI 435–460 470–515 515–580 CFM Mouse Liver Particle stability in liver Semi-quantitative [55]  

Nanocrystals 
Coumarin-6 

nanocrystals 
Coumarin-6/ 
DiI 

488 490–540 555–675 CFM Zebrafish 
larva 

Whole-body (intravital) In vivo particle stability Qualitative [52] 

Curcumin 
nanocrystals 

Perylene/ 
H2TPyP 

n/a n/a 635 Microplate 
reader 

Mouse Plasma extract Plasma particle concentration Semi-quantitative [53]      

IVIS Mouse Ex vivo organs and tumor Biodistribution Semi-quantitative [53]  

Polymeric micelles (dye-loading FRET system) 
PEG-PPG-PEG DiO/DiI 488 508 578 CFM Zebrafish 

larva 
Cauda (intravital) In vivo particle stability Semi-quantitative [43]         

Cargo release Qualitative [43] 
PEG-PDLLA DiO/DiI 488 501 565 CFM Mouse Ear vasculature (intravital) Particle stability in blood 

circulation 
Qualitative, Semi- 
quantitative 

[40] 

PEG-PDLLA DiD/DiR 640 680 809 CFM Mouse Ear and liver vasculature 
(in vivo intravital) 

In vivo particle stability Qualitative [42]      

IVIS Mouse Whole-body (live), ex vivo 
organs 

In vivo particle stability, 
Biodistribution 

Qualitative, Semi- 
quantitative 

[42] 

mPEG-(Cys)4-PDLLA DiO/DiI 488 500–530 555–655 CFM Mouse Ear vascular In vivo particle stability in blood 
circulation 

Qualitative, Semi- 
quantitative 

[41]        

Ex vivo tumor & organs Biodistribution, Particle stability Qualitative, Semi- 
quantitative 

[41] 

PEO-PS DiD/DiR 640 680 780 IVIS Mouse Whole-body (live) Cargo release (reversed FRET), 
Particle stability 

Semi-quantitative [44] 

Cy5/Cy7 640 670–730 730–790 IVIS Mouse Tumor Cargo release Semi-quantitative [30] 

(continued on next page) 
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were separately loaded into the micelles, making the DiD-micelles and 
the DiR-micelles. Then they were mixed with the same proportion and 
administered to the test subject. Thus, this is like a reversed FRET 
measurement that there is no FRET at the beginning. And then, the in-
crease in FRET signals would only signify the released content, making it 
more sensitive than the co-loaded FRET system in studying the release 
dynamics. These techniques could be used for either in vitro or in vivo 
release studies. For the in vivo study, mice were divided into two groups, 
with one injected with the FRET-PEO-PS (the ordinary FRET system) and 
the other with the DiD-PEO-PS and DiR-PEO-PS mixture (the reversed 
FRET system). IVIS was used to obtain the full-body image and the 
fluorescence intensity value for calculating the FRET proximity ratio 
(PR, called FRET ratio in the article). The PR from the ordinary FRET 
system would decrease while the PR from the reversed FRET would 
increase. Thus, over time, the PR from the two FRET perspectives would 
meet and become equal, from which it indicates the end of the cargo 
release (Fig. 11). The difference between the ordinary PR and the 
reversed FRET PR could be calculated giving the release kinetics value, 
where the release half-life of FRET-PEO-PS was found to be 9.2 min in a 
mouse model. However, this release kinetic was too fast and inefficient 
for drug delivery to the tumor site. Thus, the oleic acid-coated iron oxide 
nanoparticles (IONPs) were incorporated into FRET-PEO-PS (becoming 
FRET-PEO-PS-IONP) to increase the lipophilicity of the nanocarriers. 
This strategy was proved to be successful as the release kinetics half-life 
measured by the same FRET-IVIS technique was found to be 50.8 min. 
Increasing lipophilicity of PEO-PS could slow down the premature 
release and hence improves drug delivery to the tumor. Thus, this study 
successfully demonstrated an advanced application of the semi- 
quantitative FRET technique to determine the cargo release kinetics 
with the benefit of live imagery using IVIS. It would be very interesting 
to develop further the quantitative technique based on this approach 
because this technique really allows both particle stability and release 
kinetics of the nanoparticles to be determined. 

Morton and Quadir et al. [46] demonstrated the use of FRET semi- 
quantitative assay on the particle stability, biodistribution, and cargo 
release of PEG-b-PPLG micelles (PPMs). Basically, the dye-conjugating 
FRET system was used as a standard as Cy5.5 and Cy7 were both con-
jugated to PPLG and then mixed together to form the co-conjugated 
FRET-micelles (FRET-CPPMs), which represents blank-micelles. More-
over, the mixed system was employed, as Cy5.5 (donor) was loaded into 
the Cy7-conjugating micelles (FRET-PPM-Cy7) representing drug 
loading-micelles. Technically, the co-conjugated dye system determined 
only the dissociation of the micelles, while the mixed system allowed the 
determination of both dissociation and cargo release. However, in the 
pharmacokinetics study, they practically gave the same information of 
micelles stability since micelles dissociation and cargo release occur at 
the same time. For this experiment, the FRET assay was performed on a 
mouse model using both FRET dye systems in comparison to each other. 
Mice were intravenously injected with FRET-CPPM and FRET-PPM-Cy7. 
The relative plasma particle concentration of FRET-CPPMs and FRET- 
PPM-Cy7 was determined by two methods, both using IVIS. The first 
was by the FRET intensity obtained from the live full-body image 
(Fig. 12A). The FRET proximity ratio (PR) was calculated and normal-
ized to the percentage called % FRET efficiency (Fig. 12C). The second 
was by the FRET intensity from the blood sample (Fig. 12B). PR was then 
normalized to the percentage of the initial PPMs concentration called % 
injected dose (%ID) (Fig. 12D). The result suggested that both the % 
FRET efficiency and the %ID were correlated and in accordance. The 
information from the %ID was more accurate because it came directly 
from blood with less signal interference from skin or other organs. As 
such, the blood clearance half-life of the micelles was obtained 
(Fig. 12D). In addition, the biodistribution was also studied using IVIS. 
Internal organs, including the mice's blood, were harvested for FRET 
intensity measurement. The result indicated a high accumulation of the 
intact micelles in the liver. This study really showed the flexibility and 
utility of IVIS with different experimental techniques to semi- Ta
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quantitatively analyze the plasma particle concentration and bio-
distribution by FRET. 

Then, Ishizawa et al. [42] improved the semi-quantitative FRET 
technique used for PEG-PDLLA by using IVIS to capture the live full- 
body image of a mouse. DiD/DiR FRET system has a FRET acceptor 
emission spectrum closer to the near-infrared range than DiO/DiI system 
providing a higher tissue penetration ability, which is more suitable for 
the live full-body imagery. Mice were injected with FRET-PPMs. The 
FRET fluorescence signals were taken from the mice's chest and 
abdomen area, as well as the ex vivo organs at several time points up to 8 
h. With the quantification software, IVIS gave the average intensity 
value. Thus, the FRET proximity ratio (called FRET ratio in the article) of 
the whole-body and ex vivo organs image signals was calculated. Then, 
the particle stability and the biodistribution were semi-quantitatively 
determined. The proximity ratio was calibrated with FRET-PPMs in 
PBS as the positive control and the one in ethanol as the negative control 
of the integrity. FRET-PPMs were found to dissociate over time with 
high accumulation in the liver and the lungs. 

Finally, PEG-Azo-Nitroimidazole is a hypoxia-responsive micelle 
developed by Guo et al. [30] for drug delivery to the hypoxic environ-
ment of a tumor. Tumor-bearing mice were used in this experiment, and 
the FRET-micelles were directly administrated into the tumor. After 
specific time points, the IVIS was employed to take the live fluorescence 

image of the tumor. The ratio between the intensity of the FRET acceptor 
and the donor was calculated and used as the semi-quantitative 
parameter for the cargo release. The intensity ratio of the nitro-
imidazole micelles was found to have a greater decrease when compared 
to the nitroimidazole-free micelles (control), suggesting a better cargo 
release of the nitroimidazole micelles in the tumor environment. The in 
vivo FRET technique helped to prove the hypoxia-responsive efficacy of 
the nitroimidazole micelles, which was one of the most important aims 
of this study. 

4.2.1.2. Polymersomes. Quadir and Morton et al. [45], developed 
PEG5k-b-PPLG-Diiospropylamine (PPD) polymersomes developed. Un-
like the normal PEG-b-PPLG, this polymer rearranges into a bilayer and 
becomes polymersomes with PEG to form an outer shell. The PPD- 
polymersomes are also designed to be acid pH-responsive dissociation, 
aiming for drug release in the acidic environment of a cancer tumor. The 
FRET intensity from ex vivo organs and blood samples was measured by 
IVIS and normalized with that of the injected dose to become the % 
injected dose (%ID). Thus, the semi-quantitative biodistribution data 
and the relative particle concentration of the intact FRET-PPD- 
polymersomes in a tumor-bearing mouse model were provided. The 
intact FRET-PPD-polymersomes were found to accumulate in the liver at 
21%ID and in the tumor at 3%ID after 24 h. Doxorubicin-loaded PPD- 

Fig. 9. An example of qualitative live in vivo FRET imaging analysis using confocal microscopy, by Ishizawa et al. [42]. PEG-PDLLA micelles were analyzed for the in 
vivo particle stability and biodistribution to the liver. A) FRET images of mouse's earlobe vasculatures. B) FRET images of mouse's liver vasculatures. The Figure shows 
that the FRET signal of FRET-PEG-PDLLA was found outside liver vasculature suggesting the intact nanoparticle's extravasation to liver cells. A drop in FRET signal 
and increase in donor signal in liver cells at 4 h also indicates nanoparticle's dissociation in liver cells. Reprinted from [42], Copyright 2020, with permission from 
Elsevier and American Pharmacist Association. 
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polymersomes also showed a tumor suppression effect in mice when 
compared to the untreated group. 

4.2.1.3. Lipid nanoparticles. Lain"e et al. [56] developed the FRET 
technique to qualitatively study the biodistribution of lipid nano-
capsules (LNCs), DSPE-mPEG-2000 lipid nanocapsules (DPEG-LNCs), 

Fig. 10. An example of a semi-quantitative FRET live imaging assay in zebrafish larva model using confocal microscopy, by Tao et al. [43]. PEG-PPG-PEG micelles 
(PMs) were analyzed for the in vivo particle stability. A) Live FRET imaging of the ordinary PMs (OPMs) and B) Live FRET imaging of the disulfide bond cross-link 
PMs (CPMs). FRET signal of FRET-CPMs was stronger than FRET-OPMs after 1 h, suggesting higher stability of FRET-OPMs due to the disulfide bond cross-link. The 
bottom row shows the FRET spectra in terms of proximity ratio, which was semi-quantified as %integrity. Reprinted from [43], Copyright 2020, with permission 
from Elsevier. 

Fig. 11. Schematic illustration summarizes the released dynamic study using the reversed FRET technique developed by Zou et al. [44]. Reprinted with permission 
from [44], Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. 
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and lipid nanoemulsions (LNEs). The pair of FRET dyes were co- 
encapsulated inside the LNCs, DPEG-LNCs, and LNEs. These FRET 
nanoparticles were intravenously injected into nude mice. Using IVIS, 
the fluorescence image of the mice was recorded over time from the 
FRET channel and free FP730-C18 (acceptor dye) channel. The image 
deconvolution technique was employed to differentiate the three emis-
sion signals from each other by calibrating each signal with the signal 
from FRET-LNCs vs. the mixture of DiD-LNCs FP730-C18-LNCs (likewise 
for LNEs); and then converting them to pseudocolors. The visible pres-
ence of FRET pseudocolors over the area of the mice's body signified the 
accumulation of FRET nanoparticles in the internal organ beneath the 
area. As such, the biodistribution of FRET-LNCs, FRET-DPEG-LNCs, and 
FRET-LNEs to the organs could be identified qualitatively. Image results 
of the whole rat body showed that FRET-DPEG-LNCs and FRET-LNEs 
had a different biodistribution from the conventional FRET-LNCs. 
However, the whole-body image alone can only give an approximative 
and inconclusive result for the particle's biodistribution because the 
superficial signals from the skin can obscure the signal from deeper 
organs. As a result, IVIS images of the ex vivo organs and the blood were 
taken to detail the biodistribution. Then, it was revealed that the intact 
FRET-DPEG-LNCs had better particle stability in blood at 3 h and less 
accumulation in the liver after 24 h when compared with FRET-LNCs. In 
conclusion, this IVIS FRET technique could give a qualitative study of 
the biodistribution and particle stability of the LNCs and LNEs. How-
ever, even though the IVIS is a quick and non-invasive technique for the 
qualitative assay, the obtained result is inadequate. As such, ex vivo 
organ imaging is still needed for meaningful interpretation. Finally, a 
more complex semi-quantitative FRET technique using the IVIS was also 

used by Gravier et al. [29] for the particle stability and the bio-
distribution of LNCs in the liver and the breast carcinoma tumors. The 
FRET dyes were also co-encapsulated inside LNCs or LNEs. The FRET 
nanoparticles were intravenously injected into nude mice with TS/A-pc 
breast carcinoma tumors. Using the IVIS, FRET was recorded around the 
liver and the tumor area. The signals were corrected for the auto-
fluorescence background prior to the injection. Then, the FRET ratio 
between the acceptor and the donor signals could be calculated from the 
image as FRET Ratio " DiD (Acceptor) signal / DiI (donor) signal and then 
converted to the percentage of intact FRET nanoparticles (called % 
intact LNCs) via the calibration curve. The calibration curve of the % 
intact FRET nanoparticles could be constructed by mixing FRET nano-
particles with various concentrations of DiI-LNCs and DiD-LNCs mixture 
ranging from 100% FRET to 0% FRET (100% of DiI-LNCs and DiD-LNCs 
mixture). This DiI-LNCs and DiD-LNCs mixture simulated the remnants 
of FRET-LNCs when the FRET dyes DiI and DiD were far apart and 
yielded no FRET. As such, the % intact LNCs in the liver and the tumor 
was obtained. Around 45% of intact LNCs were founded both in the liver 
and the tumor after 1 h and then dropped in half after 5 h. After 24 h, 
around 5% of the intact LNCs were detected in the tumor but 0% in the 
liver, indicating that LNCs were less stable in the liver than in the tumor. 
Furthermore, the % intact LNCs of the ex vivo tumor was determined 
using the same method but with confocal microscopy. A similar result 
was obtained, confirming the results from IVIS. Summarily, this research 
demonstrated the use of FRET by both the IVIS and the confocal mi-
croscopy to semi-quantitatively study the biodistribution and the par-
ticle stability in mice's liver and tumor. 

Fig. 12. An example of semi-quantitative FRET imaging analysis in a wide range of samples from mouse model using IVIS, by Morton et al. [46]. PED-b-PPLG 
micelles (PPMs) were analyzed for the in vivo plasma particle concentration and biodistribution. A) Live whole-body FRET IVIS image analysis showing the bio-
distribution of intact micelles. B) FRET IVIS image analysis of ex vivo organs: liver (Li), spleen (S), kidney (K), heart (H), lungs (Lu), and blood (Bl) showing the organ 
biodistribution and particle stability in the circulatory system. C) PR (called % FRET efficiency in the article) of the blood sample analyzed by IVIS. D) PR normalized 
to the percentage of the initial PPMs concentration called % injected dose (%ID) with the blood clearance half-life calculated following the two-compartment 
pharmacokinetics model. Reprinted from [46], Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier. 
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4.2.1.4. Nanocrystals. FRET-curcumin nanocrystals were also devel-
oped by Zhang et al. [53] (called the co-doped curcumin nanoparticles 
in the article), aiming for their theragnostic application. Curcumin is a 
fluorophore, but in a nanocrystal form, it does not emit fluorescence. 
Therefore, FRET was instead employed as the nanocrystal tracker. As 
such, the FRET pair of perylene (donor) and 5,10,15,20-tetro(4-pyridyl) 
porphyrin (H2TPyP, acceptor) was dissolved inside the curcumin 
nanocrystal. However, free curcumin dissolved from the nanocrystals 
can still give a fluorescence emission at 520 nm, and that can also be 
used as a direct parameter of free curcumin. By using IVIS, it allowed for 
the semi-quantitative assay of the biodistribution in a mouse model. The 
FRET-curcumin nanocrystal was intravenously injected into xenografted 
mice daily for 14 days. Then, the mice were sacrificed with their internal 
organs, including a xenografted tumor harvested. The FRET signal from 
H2TPyP was then recorded by IVIS. However, the article does not clearly 
specify the excitation or the emission wavelength. Besides, the mean 
FRET intensity from each organ was obtained and compared with each 
other, revealing the relative amount of FRET-curcumin nanocrystal in 
each organ. The accumulation of the FRET-nanocrystal was found 
mainly in the liver and the tumor. 

4.2.2. FRET-IVIS with pseudocolors technique 

4.2.2.1. Lipid nanoparticles. Another similar IVIS technique was 

developed by Bouchaala et al. for lipid nanoemulsions (LNEs) [57]. This 
time, the FRET pair used was the carbocyanine Cy5.5 and Cy7.5 with a 
bulky counterion tetraphenylborate (TPB) added to increase their lip-
ophilicity, making them Cy5.5TPB and Cy7.5TPB, which were employed 
as the donor and the acceptor respectively. By increasing the lip-
ophilicity, the TPB-dye had a higher encapsulation capacity in the LNEs. 
In this study, FRET-LNEs were injected into the tumor-bearing mice. 
IVIS was employed for live whole-body imagery with the excitation at 
640 nm, the FRET donor at 700 nm, and the FRET acceptor at 820 nm. 
FRET proximity ratio (PR) was calculated from the area of interest, 
which is the tumor and the liver areas, and then other ex vivo organs 
dissected from the mouse after 24 h. Several mixtures of donor-LNEs and 
acceptor-LNEs were used to calibrate the PR to the pseudocolors and 
then converted it to the % integrity that could overlay on the IVIS image 
(Fig. 13). So, unlike the previous technique, this technique not only 
showed the plain FRET intensity but showed the pseudocolors of the 
particle integrity itself on the image. The result indicated that the new 
TPB-dye gave a higher spatial resolution for IVIS, allowing for the semi- 
quantitative % integrity of the FRET-LNEs in the liver and the tumor 
area to be determined over time. The biodistribution from the ex vivo 
organs also showed a high accumulation of the intact FRET-LNEs and the 
in the liver and the tumor. This last study really demonstrated an 
impressive improvement in the FRET system for lipid-nanoparticles. 

Fig. 13. An example of a semi-quantitative FRET assay in a tumor-bearing mouse model using IVIS, by Bouchaala et al. [57]. LNEs were analyzed on the in vivo 
particle stability and biodistribution. A) and C) The calibration curves between proximity ratio (PR), % integrity, and pseudocolors for the conversion of the FRET 
signal to %integrity. B) The IVIS image of the rats injected with FRET-LNEs over 72 h; the last row shows the PR being converted to pseudocolors of the particle 
integrity overlaying the tumor-bearing mouse images. D) The proximity ratio information obtained from the tail vein and tumor area expressed as a function of time 
and then converted to E) % integrity by the calibration curve in graph C). Adapted from [57]. Copyright 2016, Elsevier under a Creative Commons CC-BY license. 
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4.2.2.2. Nanospheres. Later, Cayre et al. [38] demonstrated the appli-
cation of a semi-quantitative FRET assay for the particle stability of 
squalene-gemcitabine bioconjugate nanoparticles (SQGem) in mouse 
liver. A pair of FRET dyes, Cy5.5 (donor) and Cy7.5 (acceptor), were 
conjugated to squalene moiety turning into squalene-Cy5.5 (SQCy5.5) 
and squalene-Cy7.5 (SQCy7.5). Then SQGem, SQCy5.5, and SQCy7.5 
were all mixed and put to precipitate to form FRET-SQGem nano-
particles. The nanoparticles were intravenously injected into mice, and 
the fluorescence images around the liver area were taken using the IVIS. 
The fluorescent intensity was converted to the numerical value using 
Living Image software (PerkinElmer). Then, the FRET proximity ratio 
was calculated to determine the particle integrity. With this method, the 
authors hypothesized that the FRET proximity ratio could be correlated 
to the proportion of intact FRET-SQGem nanoparticles and dissociated 
FRET-SQGem remnants (separated SQCy5.5 and SQCy7.5 moieties) 
accumulating in fatty tissues of the liver. Therefore, the proximity ratio 
could be converted to the relative percentage of the intact FRET-SQGem, 
called %integrity, via the calibration curve. The %integrity calibration 
curve was constructed by mixing the fully intact FRET-SQGem nano-
particles with various percentages of the nanoparticles purely made of 
the SQCy5.5 or SQCy7.5. The proximity ratio closing to 1.0 was con-
verted to 100% of intact nanoparticles, and a decrease in the proximity 
ratio meant a decrease in the population of the intact nanoparticle and 
loss of particle stability. The image from IVIS around the mouse's liver 
area revealed for the first time that intact FRET-SQGem could be 
observed in the liver for 56% at 35 min after the injection and then 
dropped to lower than 10% after 2 h, indicating the dissociation of 
SQGem in the liver with no persistent accumulation, which is desirable 
for reducing liver toxicity. This FRET system allowed for the semi- 
quantitative assay of intact FRET-SQGem in the mouse's liver with the 
advantage that this technique is non-invasive and can be performed in 
live animals. The author suggested that the method could be used for a 
future study on the biodistribution of SQGem in other areas of the rat 
body. However, this FRET system still had low signal penetration (!1 
cm), and the new FRET system with the emission in the NIR-II region 
(1000–1700 nm) may need to be developed for a future experiment. 

4.2.3. FRET-IVIS for oral nanomedicine 

4.2.3.1. Nanospheres. EGTA-conjugated nanoparticles are the 
polymeric-based nanoparticles developed by Chuang et al. [50,51] to 
deliver insulin via the oral route. It is a pH-responsive nanoparticle 
consisting of chitosan and poly-(!-glutamic acid) conjugated with 
ethylene glycol tetra-acetic acid (CS/!PGA-EGTA) in which insulin can 
be loaded. The nanoparticles themselves can facilitate paracellular ab-
sorption of insulin as well as protect the insulin from gastrointestinal 
enzymes. Therefore, to test the protective effect of the !PGA-EGTA 
nanoparticles, insulin stability was investigated in rats by comparing the 
naked insulin and the insulin with !PGA-EGTA nanoparticles. FRET was 
used for the semi-quantitative assay of insulin stability relating to the 
protective effect of !PGA-EGTA nanoparticles. The FRET donor and 
acceptor were conjugated to insulin on the opposite end of the amino 
chain before being loaded into the nanoparticles (Fig. 4C). Rat's duo-
denum was cut open and tied up to make a closed loop. Then, the FRET- 
insulin-loading nanoparticles and naked FRET-insulin were directly 
injected into the lumen of the said loop. After specific time points, live 
FRET imagery of the duodenum loop was taken over time using IVIS. 
FRET acceptor intensity signal was quantified by the software with their 
maximum values normalized to 100%. The amount of stable FRET- 
insulin was semi-quantitatively estimated. The comparison between 
the amount of the naked FRET-insulin and the loading insulin allowed 
for the protective effect of the !PGA-EGTA nanoparticles to be deter-
mined. The results found that, in 2 h, the % normalized acceptor in-
tensity of naked insulin plummeted to 40%, while the encapsulated 
insulin remained at 80%, meaning that !PGA-EGTA nanoparticles had a 

good protective effect for insulin against the intestinal enzyme. Besides, 
the nanoparticle also increased the oral bioavailability of insulin to 18% 
when compared to 0.1% by the orally given free-form insulin powder. 
The orally given nano-encapsulated insulin significantly reduced plasma 
glucose during the oral glucose tolerance test compared to the control 
group. This research is the most unique among all since FRET is 
implemented to study the stability of the encapsulated insulin rather 
than the integrity of the nanoparticles. 

4.2.3.2. Liposomes. Semi-quantitative and qualitative FRET application 
in the in vivo oral absorption study of the liposomes (LPs) with various 
sizes (conventional LPs at 100, 200, 500 nm) and surface modifications 
(conventional, anionic, cationic, PEGylated LPs at 200 nm) were also 
developed by Liu et al. [48]. Similar to the nanocapsules, carbocyanine 
dyes could be directly co-encapsulated inside the LPs voids making the 
FRET-LPs. The semi-quantitative FRET technique was developed at first 
and employed in the in vitro particle stability experiment, in which 
FRET-LPs were incubated in various gastrointestinal fluids. FRET 
acceptor signal could be retrieved by using the IVIS. With the quantifi-
cation software, the FRET intensity was converted to the % total radiant 
efficiency, which is then normalized to the percentage implying the 
number of intact LPs. Thereafter, the same technique could be utilized 
for the study of the in vivo particle stability in the gastrointestinal (GI) 
tract and biodistribution. Firstly, mice were orally given the FRET-LPs 
and then sacrificed at several time points with their GI tract and inter-
nal organs harvested. Then, IVIS was utilized with the whole ex vivo GI 
tract image taken, and the FRET intensity was quantified into the % total 
radiant efficiency. Thus, the percentage amount of intact FRET-LPs over 
4 h in each part of the GI tract (stomach, duodenum, jejunum, etc.) and 
other intestinal organs could be estimated. The result indicated that 
smaller size conventional LPs, (200 nm) cationic LPs, and (200 nm) 
PEGylated LPs were more stable as they could be retained longer in the 
GI tract. Besides, no fluorescence signals were found in the ex vivo in-
ternal organs meaning that the intact LPs did not absorb into the cir-
culatory system. Further study on the oral bioavailability of 
doxorubicin-encapsulated LPs also had the exact correlation. It 
confirmed that better particle stability and longer GI retention of the 
small-sized LPs, the cationic LPs, and the PEGylated LPs resulted in the 
increase in oral bioavailability of doxorubicin, despite no intact LPs 
found in the circulatory system. This article demonstrates that the semi- 
quantitative FRET technique could help to elucidate the association 
between the LPs particle integrity and the increase in oral bioavailability 
of the encapsulated drug, by which it could pave the way to a better LP 
design in the future. 

4.3. FRET fluorometry of blood and plasma 

For the small liquid in vitro samples such as blood, plasma, and small 
tissue, a microplate reader or a fluorometer are adequate for obtaining 
the fluorescence spectrum and the intensity values of FRET. 

4.3.1. Micelles 
Semi-quantitative FRET fluorimetry was developed to investigate 

and compare the in vivo particle stability and plasma particle concen-
tration of the ordinary non-cross-linked PEG5k-CA8 micelles (NCMN) 
and the disulfide cross-linked PEG5k-Cys4-CA8 micelles (DCMN) [54]. 
The FRET-NCMN and FRET-DCMN were injected intravenously into 
nude mice with blood collected over time. The samples were then 
analyzed for FRET by the microplate reader. The FRET proximity ratio 
(PR) was calculated and normalized to the percentage (called % FRET 
ratio), allowing for the semi-quantitative assay of the relative plasma 
particle concentration (Fig. 14). The result showed that FRET-DCMN 
was more stable over 24 h in blood than the FRET-NCMN. Further 
FRET in vitro assay was able to evidence that lipoproteins caused the 
rapid dissociation of FRET-NCMN. 
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Zhang et al. [47] also performed the semi-quantitative assay for 
analyzing the plasma particle concentration of PEG-PCL micelles. The 
FRET-micelles were intravenously injected into mice with blood 
collected over time. The plasma was then extracted, and the sample was 
analyzed by the fluorimeter. The intensity was converted to the % 
integrity via the calibration curve developed specifically for this FRET 
system. Similar to the technique of Cayre et al. [38] in the SQGem 
nanoparticles, the calibration curve was built by mixing various con-
centrations of the co-conjugated FRET micelles (with NBD-X and MS735 
together) with the mixture of NBD-X micelles and MS735 micelles. The 
co-conjugated FRET-micelles represent the percentage of the intact mi-
celles, while the mixture of NBD-X micelles and MS735 micelles simu-
late the signals of the dissociated FRET remnants. The % integrity was 
considered as a semi-quantitative parameter since it provided only the 
relative percentage, not the true particle numbers. The % integrity of the 
micelles in plasma declined gradually and reached 60% after 72 h. The 
study successfully demonstrated the new FRET pair and the semi- 
quantitative FRET technique for determining the plasma particle con-
centration of the micelles in mice. 

4.3.2. Nanocrystals 
Zhang et al. [53] also utilized semi-quantitative FRET fluorimetry to 

determine the plasma particle concentration of FRET-curcumin nano-
crystals. Mice were intravenously injected with the FRET-curcumin 
nanocrystal, and the blood was collected for up to 24 h. The plasma 
was extracted from the blood sample thereafter and then analyzed for 
FRET using the microplate reader. The FRET signal was recorded at 635 
nm and converted to the concentration of the FRET-curcumin nano-
crystal expressed in mass concentration (ng/$L). The curcumin nano-
crystals were found in plasma for up to 4 h after a single-dose 
intravenous injection (15 mg/kg). However, neither the FRET excita-
tion wavelength nor the quantification calibration curve was elaborated. 

4.3.3. Nanospheres 
c(CRGDKGPDC) peptide (iRGD) modified hyaluronic acid-

–deoxycholic acid conjugate (iRGD-PEG-HA-DOCA, IPHD) is a self- 
assembly polymeric nanosphere developed by Liu et al. [49] to deliver 
dasatinib to a solid tumor. Dasatinib and FRET pair dyes were loaded 
together into the nanoparticles' matrix allowing for the semi- 
quantitative FRET assay of the plasma particle concentration and in 
vivo particle integrity. The nanoparticles were also further 

biomineralized by calcium phosphate, called Ca3(PO4)2-iRGD-PEG-HA- 
DOCA (CIPHD), by coating with calcium phosphate, aiming for the pH- 
responsive property. The FRET-IPHD/Dasatinib and the FRET-CIPHD/ 
Dasatinib were injected into rats, and blood samples were collected 
after several time points. The plasma was separated from the sample and 
then analyzed for FRET by the fluorometer. FRET proximity ratio (called 
FRET ratio in the article) was calculated and normalized to a percentage. 
This value was interpreted as the relative percentage of the nano-
particle's plasma concentration, inferring the in vivo particle integrity of 
the FRET-IPHD and FRET-CIPHD. 

These FRET experiments aimed at proving whether biomineraliza-
tion increases particle stability or not. The result found that the non- 
mineralized FRET-IPHD/Dasatinib was less stable than the mineral-
ized FRET-CIPHD in the rat's blood circulation. The normalized PR of 
FRET-CIPDH/Dasatinib in blood stayed at around 60% up to 24 h, while 
the normalized PR value from FRET-IPDH/Dasatinib dropped from 77% 
to 50% just in 30 min. The higher blood particle stability of CIPHD/ 
Dasatinib also resulted in a higher AUC and half-life of plasma dasatinib 
(analyzed by HPLC, thus indistinguishable between the free drug or the 
encapsulated drugs). This also resonated with the in vivo result of 
CIPDH/Dasatinib having higher efficacy than IPDH/Dasatinib to in-
crease the survival of tumor-bearing mice. This article is an example that 
the FRET semi-quantitative assay helped to prove that higher particle 
stability due to biomineralization (not by other processes) contributed to 
a better anti-tumor efficacy for this type of nanoparticle. 

5. Conclusion 

Currently, most of the FRET in vivo nanoparticle tracking techniques 
are the qualitative imagery and the semi-quantitative assay on in vivo 
particle stability, biodistribution, cargo release, and plasma particle 
concentration. Some unique techniques were also developed, such as the 
FRET study on the protective effect of the nanoparticle against the in-
testinal enzyme on insulin [50,51], oral absorption [48], and the 
reversed FRET for determining the cargo release [44]. It is clear that 
FRET is still mainly employed for in vivo particle stability and bio-
distribution study. There are only two in vivo FRET studies on oral ab-
sorption and none from other absorption routes nor the excretion 
pathway. It is also obvious that there is a lack of quantitative assay, 
which also leads to the lack of advanced pharmacokinetics of the 
nanoparticles. 

Different instruments were used for the FRET assay, namely CFM, 
IVIS, fluorometer, and microplate reader. All the instruments are 
capable of performing the semi-quantitative assay, while only CFM and 
IVIS can perform qualitative and semi-quantitative imaging analysis. 
IVIS has the advantages of being a non-invasive technique and having 
high flexibility to analyze various kinds of samples ranging from a well- 
plate, ex vivo organs, and live full-body imagery. It turns out that the 
spatial resolution of IVIS is rather low due to high signal interference 
and low tissue penetration. Therefore, for the biodistribution study, only 
large organs such as the liver can give a relatively high resolution for 
FRET whole-body live imaging. For other smaller organs, it really needs 
validation and correlation from the invasive ex vivo organs imaging or 
other techniques such as CFM. Besides, IVIS also requires complex signal 
calibration procedures such as the pseudocolors technique in order to be 
semi-quantitative. These hurdles make it difficult to obtain the true 
quantitative assay on particle numbers to be obtained from IVIS. How-
ever, IVIS is still the popular instrument of choice as being mostly 
employed in much recent literature, possibly due to its versatility and 
benefits in giving both live imagery and semi-quantitative % intact 
nanoparticles. In addition, CFM is less flexible for the use than IVIS. It 
was mainly used for analyzing the ex vivo tissue samples or a very small 
animal model like zebrafish larva [43,52]. The zebrafish larva as an 
animal model is adapted for quickly demonstrating the FRET system as 
the larva is transparent and tiny, but one must take into consideration 
that the evidence for the clinical translation of this animal model in 

Fig. 14. An example of semi-quantitative FRET fluorometry for particle con-
centration assay in a mouse model using microplate reader, by Li et al. [54]. 
Telodendrimers nanoparticles (DCMN and NCMN) were analyzed for the in vivo 
plasma particle concertation. The PR was obtained from mouse blood and then 
normalized as a relative percentage (called % FRET ratio in the article). 
Reprinted with permission from [54], Copyright 2012 American Chemi-
cal Society. 
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terms of pharmacokinetics is still extremely limited. A rodent model is 
still preferential as it has more solid evidence to support its pharmaco-
kinetics translation to humans [58,59] and is also considered a goal 
standard in the preclinical stage [60]. Besides, CFM is also utilized for 
live FRET imaging on the mouse's earlobe vasculature [41,42]. This 
earlobe technique was one of the earliest to be developed using FRET, 
but it is limited only to micelles and was overshadowed by the devel-
opment of IVIS. Moreover, the FRET fluorimetry is used only for 
analyzing blood samples to obtain the semi-quantitative plasma particle 
concentration, as the fluorimeter is not an imaging instrument. Despite 
being very specific to the plasma particle concentration, this technique 
has the highest potentiality to be developed into a true quantitative 
assay, which requires the construction of a proper calibration curve to 
link the intensity value or FRET proximity ratio to the particle number. 
However, due to the fact that the technique involves extracting nano-
particles from plasma, an extraction method that can ensure the stability 
of nanoparticles during the process needs to be implemented. 

To conclude, true quantitative in vivo tracking of nanomedicine is 
important. Without the information on the intact nanoparticle number 
in plasma and organs, it is not possible to perform any advanced phar-
macokinetics such as the physiologically based pharmacokinetic 
modeling (PBPK). Thus, this is one of the reasons for the lack of phar-
macokinetic models on the nanomedicine [8], causing a problem in the 
translation to the clinical trial. Despite its necessity, there is a lack of 
quantitative assay for nanomedicine, even for the in vitro experiments, as 
researchers still focus on the pharmacokinetics of the encapsulated 
drugs, ignoring the fact that the nanocarriers also have their own fate 
that can greatly affect the drug efficacy. In brief, FRET is an effective tool 
for in vivo tracking the nanomedicine to investigate the pharmacoki-
netics of nanomedicine, especially the in vivo particle stability and bio-
distribution. However, it still has a limitation for not reaching the level 
of true quantitative assay yet. And as such, the advanced pharmacoki-
netic analysis could not be completely achieved. 
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